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Nonlinear THz-Nano Metasurfaces

Tian Dong, Shaoxian Li, Manukumara Manjappa, Peidi Yang, Jiangping Zhou, 
Deyin Kong, Baogang Quan, Xieyu Chen, Chen Ouyang, Fei Dai, Jiaguang Han, 
Chunmei Ouyang, Xueqian Zhang, Junjie Li, Yang Li, Jungang Miao, Yutong Li, Li Wang, 
Ranjan Singh,* Weili Zhang,* and Xiaojun Wu*

Extreme terahertz (THz) science and technologies, the next disruptive 
frontier in nonlinear optics, provide multifaceted capabilities for exploring 
strong light-matter interactions in a variety of physical systems. However, 
current techniques involve the need for an extremely high-field free space 
THz source that is difficult to generate and has limited investigations to a 
rather weak and linear regime of light-matter interactions. Therefore, new 
approaches are being sought for the tight confinement of THz waves that 
can induce nonlinear effects. Here, a nonlinear “tera-nano” metasurface is 
demonstrated exhibiting extremely large THz nonlinearity and sensitive  
self-modulation of resonances at moderate incident THz field strengths.  
A record deep-subwavelength (≈λ/33 000) confinement of strongly enhanced  
(≈3200) THz field in a nano-gap (15 nm) exhibits remarkable THz field-
tailored nonlinearity. Further, ultrafast injection of photocarriers reveals a 
competition between nonlinear THz field-induced intervalley scattering and 
optically driven interband excitations. The results on “tera-nano” metas-
urfaces enable a novel platform to realize enhanced nonlinear nano/micro 
composites for field-sensitive extreme THz nonlinear applications without 
the need for intense THz light sources.

DOI: 10.1002/adfm.202100463

1. Introduction

Field-sensitive nonlinearity[1–3] and 
light-wave electronics[4,5] are fascinating 
research topics that reveal exotic physical 
processes and hidden phases of matter in 
the presence of intense electromagnetic 
field excitation. Particularly, intense tera-
hertz (THz) fields with low photon energy 
and picosecond time resolution offer a 
unique and powerful tool in manipu-
lating relativistic electrons and in discov-
ering novel physical aspects in photonics 
and condensed matter systems.[6–13] With 
the maturity of femtosecond laser tech-
nology, intense THz sources based on 
tilted pulse front technology,[14–16] organic 
crystal,[17] photoconductive antenna,[8] and 
transition radiation[18] have now become 
accessible with peak electric fields greater 
than MV cm−1. These efforts have led to 
the recent rapid development of strong 
nonlinear physics at THz frequencies  
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that host the testing bed for a multitude of novel physical pheno-
mena and collective states of matter in a variety of solid-state 
and condensed matter systems. In graphene and other topo-
logical Dirac materials, THz nonlinearity has been shown 
via the generation of higher-order harmonics induced by the 
tightly focused intense THz pulse with a peak electric field 
of few MV cm−1.[19,20] In strongly correlated matter systems, 
high-frequency resonance phenomena and collective hidden 
phases of matter are revealed by pumping with ultra-strong 
THz fields.[21–23] Further, the advent of THz-pump/THz-probe 
techniques has enabled to probe various interaction dynamics 
in nonequilibrium-driven states of classical and quantum mate-
rial systems.[24–26] The nonlinear THz physics offers immense 
potential in fundamental science and technological innova-
tions, however, so far these investigations are majorly limited 
to the bulk/macroscopic scale of light-matter nonlinearity with 
extremely intense incident THz fields higher than MV cm−1. 
Owing to the fundamental significance and exciting prospects, 
there is a strong interest and need to realize more reliable 
devices and materials platforms to enable extreme THz nonlin-
earity at the micro/nanoscale for driving the efficacy of field-
sensitive nonlinearities without the need for intense incident 
fields.

The subwavelength electromagnetic metamaterials/meta-
surfaces provide a promising route to localize and enhance the 
field strengths within the micro/nano spatial regimes that aim 
to provide enhanced nonlinear micro/nanocomposites across 
frequencies.[27,28] Particularly, reconfigurable metasurfaces[29–34] 
are attracting a lot of interest to dynamically tune the frequency, 
phase, and amplitude of the incident waves. In recent years, 
strong THz-field induced nonlinear reconfigurable metasur-
faces have also emerged as sensitive and tunable devices for 
their field-sensitive effects and active reconfigurability. In these 
systems, the effect of THz nonlinearity has been either shown 
via field-induced phase transition in materials such as VO2, or 
through a strong scattering of free carriers within the semicon-
ductor substrates.[35–37] These demonstrations rely on nearly 
20-fold enhancement in a microscale spatial confinement of 
the THz field that still requires excitation of the samples with 
intense THz pulses (field strength of few hundred kV cm−1 
to MV cm−1) to observe nonlinear effects. A more promising 
approach is to engineer and amplify the tightly confined spa-
tial fields in the metamaterial structures to tailor and enhance 
the system nonlinearity under the regime of low-intensity THz 
fields.[38–41]

Here, for the first time, we demonstrate a “tera-nano” 
metasurface showing extreme THz nonlinearity and sensitive 
self-modulation of resonances. Inspired by the semiconductor 
field-effect devices, we enhance the field strength by four orders 
of magnitude in a tera-nano metasurface through nano-scale 
confinement of THz fields by shrinking its capacitive gaps 
down to 15 nm (≈λ/33 000). The nano-gaps are switched ON/
OFF using THz fields of contrasting strengths owing to the 
carrier multiplication effects caused by giant local THz electric 
field confined in the nano-gap region, thereby enabling non-
linear and field-sensitive resonance switching. This demon-
strates dynamical reconfiguration of the metasurface resonance 
using incident THz fields of moderate strengths of less than 
60 kV cm−1 that eliminates the need for high intense THz fields 

(>100  kV cm−1). These results provide promising direction in 
developing efficient nonlinear composites for realizing extreme 
THz nonlinearity and enhanced light-matter interactions in the 
nano/microscale systems.

2. Results and Discussions

2.1. THz-Nano Metasurface and Field Enhancement

The demonstrated tera-nano metasurface consists of a square 
array of gold split ring resonators (SRRs) with 15-nm gaps 
fabricated on a silicon substrate as shown in Figure 1a. In the 
presence of THz fields in the nano-gaps enables extreme local 
field enhancement that results in the efficient carrier multipli-
cation effect in the gaps. As a result, the silicon interacts with 
an extreme field, giving rise to a nonlinear increase of the local 
conductivity, thus making the single-nanogap SRRs (SN-SRRs) 
and double-nanogap SRRs (DN-SRRs) comparable to the closed-
ring resonators (CRRs) in terms of geometry. In order to elu-
cidate the record local field enhancement capability of nanogap 
SRRs, we perform numerical simulations by shrinking the gap 
size (g) from microns (g = 5 µm) scale to the order of nanom-
eters (g  = 5  nm), as can be seen in Figure  1b. When the gap 
size is 5 µm, the field enhancement factor β is ≈3 at 0.22 THz 
for the electric field polarized along the arm with a gap (TM 
polarization). As the gap size reduces to 15 nm, β increases to 
≈3200 and it can be further increased to ≈18 000 when the gap 
size decreases to 5  nm. Even at the non-resonant frequencies, 
the field enhancement factor can be increased for nearly three 
orders of magnitude by decreasing the gap size to 5 nm. Here we 
choose to monitor the field enhancement factor at 0.22 THz to 
match the maximum spectral density of the THz pulse emitted 
from the LiNbO3 (See the inset of Figure S1b, Supporting Infor-
mation). On the other hand, we use asymmetric DN-SRRs struc-
ture as it supports the excitation of sharp Fano resonance[42,43] 
that constitutes a strong enhancement in the THz field confine-
ment in the nano-gaps. These Fano resonances result from the 
interference mechanisms between the asymmetric resonators, 
therefore, enhancing its nonlinear and sensitive performance 
owing to its much higher Q-factor and strong field-confinement. 
Such a strong local field enhancement at the gap region provides 
an effective way to amplify the local nonlinear effects to switch 
the resonance properties of the metasurface. Additionally, we 
show the corresponding field distributions around the gap area 
for different gap sizes in Figure 1c–e. The smaller the gap size, 
the higher the electric field density around the gap area.

2.2. Sample Preparation and Characterization

The metasurface design with g  = 15  nm in Figure  1a is then 
fabricated using conventional lithography techniques com-
bined with tilting sample method to realize the nano-gaps in 
the micron-sized SRRs (Experimental Section). The scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) image of the SN-SRRs is presented 
in Figure 2a, which shows the square array of the SRRs con-
sisting of gold structures with nano-gap width of g = 15 nm on 
a 0.5-mm-thick high-resistivity silicon substrate. The periodicity 
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of a square unit cell is 69 µm, at the center of which is the gold 
ring with a length of 47 µm, a width of 6 µm, and a thickness 
of 80 nm. To measure the resonant properties of the SN-SRRs 
metasurface, we use a THz time-domain spectrometer (THz-
TDS) to characterize the samples.[44] Here, TE and TM polariza-
tions correspond to the electric field polarized in perpendicular 
and parallel direction to the gap bearing arm of the resonator, 
respectively (Figure 2b). For sample characterization, we meas-
ured the transmission spectra of SRR structures with one and 
two nano-gaps as well as CRRs for TM and TE polarizations. 
Figure  2c shows SN-SRRs’ transmission spectrum with TE 
and TM-polarized weak THz field. For TM-polarized transmis-
sion, there are three resonant modes, reading as f1 = 0.24 THz 
(m = 1, LC mode), f2  = 0.81 THz (m = 3, quadruple mode), 
and f3  = 1.10 THz (diffractive mode). The most pronounced 
quadruple resonance locates at f2 = 0.81 THz with a minimum 
transmission down to 7%, while that for both f1 and f3 are  
45 and 35%, respectively. In the case of TE polarization, the 
resonance frequency locates at ≈0.69 THz (m = 2, dipole mode), 
exhibiting a frequency redshift of 120 GHz from the TM polari-
zation's case.

To confirm the fact that the field enhancement factor and the 
frequency shift can be enhanced with the number of nanogaps, 
we fabricated and characterized the DN-SRRs with designed 
asymmetry (asymmetry parameter α = 12.5%)[45] and two nano-
gaps (g = 15 nm) on separate arms.[46] As shown in Figure 2d, 
the resonant frequencies of corresponding m  = 2 and m  = 3 
modes are at 0.69 and 0.92 THz, respectively, for TE and TM 

excitations. The resonance frequency shift is 230 GHz, almost 
twice as that of SN-SRRs. Here the geometric parameters of 
DN-SRRs are the same as those of SN-SRRs except for it con-
sists of two nano-gaps on the opposite arms. The second arm 
is located one quarter away from the end of the arm to achieve 
an asymmetry (asymmetry parameter α = 12.5%) between these 
two gaps. For CRRs (Figure 2e), the resonant frequency for both 
TE and TM polarizations are located at ≈0.70 THz because of its 
fourfold rotational symmetry. Experimental results are in good 
agreement with the simulated transmission spectra shown in 
Figure  2f–h, thereby confirming the twofold enhancement of 
frequency shift for DN-SRRs when compared with SN-SRRs.

2.3. Strong THz Field Induced Nonlinear Frequency Modulation

To observe THz-field sensitive nonlinear behavior, we gen-
erate THz pulses with electric field amplitude of ≈100 kV cm−1 
via tilted pulse front technique using lithium niobate crystals 
(Figure 3a). Using a lithium niobate THz source with a mod-
erate intensity ≈100 kV cm−1 peak field strength, we cannot gen-
erate a nonlinear response on a blank high-resistivity silicon 
wafer (Section S5, Supporting Information), which requires 
field strengths greater than MV cm−1. However, a nonlinear 
response could be generated with moderate THz intensities in 
silicon by fabricating SN-SRRs or DN-SRRs metasurfaces with 
nano-gaps, showing homogeneously enhanced localized field 
effects inside their nano-gap region. As shown in Figure  3b, 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the metasurfaces and comparison between SN-SRRs, DN-SRRs, and CRRs. a) The metasurface consists of a square 
array of gold CRRs/nanogap-SRRs with silicon as a substrate. When the normal incident THz wave is illuminated onto the metasurface, several carriers 
will populate the nanogap area because of cascaded impact ionization induced by an ultra-high local electromagnetic field. This leads to the equivalent 
closing of the nanogap, making the SN-SRRs and DN-SRRs become like the CRRs. b) Electric field enhancement spectra averaged over the gap volume 
for gap sizes g of 5 µm, 15 nm, and 5 nm, respectively. For nanogaps with 15 and 5 nm, the field enhancement factors can reach up to several thousand 
times for the frequency range <1.0 THz. Corresponding field distribution at 0.22 THz in the vicinity of the gap for gap width c) g = 5 nm, d) g = 15 nm, 
and e) g = 5 µm. SRRs with a smaller gap size have led to tighter confinement of electromagnetic energy.
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an SN-SRRs metasurface switches resonance frequencies 
from ≈0.76 to 0.68 THz, when the incident THz field strength 
is increased from 2 and 100 kV cm−1, respectively, featuring a 
nonlinear frequency redshift of 80 GHz. Such a nonlinear self-
frequency modulation behavior is caused by the strong local 
field enhancement provided by the nanogaps of SRRs. When 
the THz field strength is weak (2  kV cm−1), the nanogap is 
equivalent to disconnected metal wires, indicating an “OFF” 
state. On increasing the THz field strength to 100  kV cm−1 
significantly enhances the carrier multiplication effect in the 
nanogaps, thereby increasing the conductivity of the silicon 
substrate dramatically leading to nonlinear self-modulation of 
frequency and amplitude of the resonance. Such an SRR with a 
high conductivity nanogap is structurally equivalent to a CRR, 
as illustrated in the inset of Figure  1a, leading to the dipole 
resonance and an “ON” state for the nonlinear switching. For 

the DN-SRR metasurface, the resonant frequency shifts from 
≈0.84 to 0.67 THz, when the THz field strength increases from 
2 to 100  kV cm−1 (Figure  3c) that corresponds to a frequency 
redshift of 170  GHz. As a comparison, the resonant frequen-
cies of CRRs for different field intensities (Figure 3d) show that 
CRRs do not have THz nonlinear self-frequency modulation 
behavior due to the absence of nanogap and local field enhance-
ment. Furthermore, we analyzed the resonant frequencies while 
continuously varying the field intensity for three structures 
as plotted in Figure  3e. In the case of SN-SRRs, as the field 
strength increases, the resonant frequency first exponentially 
decays, and then saturates near the fluence of ≈60 kV cm−1. On 
the other hand, the saturation effect for the frequency shift can 
be reached at much lower THz strengths (≈40 kV cm−1) for DN-
SRRs with two nano-gaps. According to these results, we can 
calculate the relaxation constants of SN-SRRs and DN-SRRs as 

Figure 2. Fabrication and characterization of nano-gap SRR metasurfaces. a) SEM images of SN-SRR metasurface with a period of 69 µm. The square 
gold ring has an inner side length of 47 µm and a width of 6 µm. The thickness of the substrate and the gold ring resonator is 500 µm and 80 nm, 
respectively. Confirmed by SEM, THz time-domain spectroscopy and CST simulations, the SRR nanogap size is 15 nm. b) Schematic diagram of two 
different polarizations of the incident wave. TE and TM polarization correspond to electric field perpendicular and parallel to the gap-bearing arm, 
respectively. c–e) Three types of metasurfaces have the same resonant frequency under TE polarization, but in the case of TM polarization, SN-SRR 
metasurface exhibits 120 GHz frequency shift while DN-SRR metasurface shows a larger frequency shift of 230 GHz. f–h) Simulation results calculated 
by the commercially available CST microwave studio.
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18 and 30, respectively. The much faster decay rate provided by 
the DN-SRRs implies the fact that the collective field enhance-
ment factor and the degree of frequency shift are proportional 
to the number of nanogaps.

To further analyze this fact, simulations are performed 
using rings with multiple nanogaps to establish the depend-
ence of the degree of nonlinear frequency shift on the 
number of nano-gaps in SRRs. As shown in Figure  4a, the 
resonant frequencies at 2 and 100 kV cm−1 coincide for CRRs. 
When we increase the gap number to n  = 1, the difference 
in the resonant frequencies is 146 GHz (Figure 4b). It further 
increases to 233 GHz when the number of gaps increases to 
n = 2 as illustrated in Figure 4c. The frequency shift with the 
increasing number of nanogaps is summarized in Figure 4d. 
The increase in the frequency shift is a result of the average 
collective response from all the nano-gaps in the unit cell 
structure, which is a signature of collective nonlinearity in 
the frequency shift of the far-field resonance. The collective 
nonlinearity sustains till the number of nano-gaps increases 
to n = 5, showing a finite change in the frequency shift of the 
resonance. As the number of gaps further increase (n > 5), the 
frequency shift shows a saturation effect that reaches a total 
shift of 400 GHz, after which the nonlinearity ceases to exist. 
This effect signifies the saturation in the local field enhance-
ment with respect to the number of nano-gaps, which is due 
to the onset of mutual interactions between the localized 
fields of nearby nano-gaps, as the separation between the gaps 

is decreased with increasing the gap numbers. In addition 
to the frequency modulation, variation of the incident THz 
fields can also induce changes in the phase of the transmis-
sion for over 20° and 40° around the resonant frequency, for 
SN-SRRs and DN-SRRs respectively (Section S6, Supporting 
Information).

In our experiments, although the THz field magnitude is 
no more than 100 kV cm−1, the local field in the nanogap can 
be enhanced higher than 100 MV cm−1, which is sufficient 
to induce impact ionization.[35] Since the relaxation time of 
impact ionization is much shorter than the duration of THz 
pulse (hundreds of fs), impact ionization happens in a cas-
caded manner during each THz pulse shot, generating a large 
number of free charge carriers. Hence, the carrier concen-
tration of silicon in the nanogap can increase by 10 orders 
of magnitude (Section S7, Supporting Information), thus 
closing the nanogap and leading to a shift in the resonant fre-
quency. To confirm the fact that the extremely strong local-
field enhancement provided by the nanogap is necessary for 
the cascaded impact ionization, we also measure the trans-
mission through single-microgap SRRs (SM-SRRs) whose 
gap size is g = 5 µm under different strengths of THz fields 
(Section S8, Supporting Information). Results show that 
switching THz field magnitudes from 2 to 100 kV cm−1 does 
not alter the resonant frequency and amplitude of SM-SRRs 
that highlights the absence of nonlinear effect in the micro-
gap structures.

Figure 3. Strong field THz induced nonlinear frequency tuning. a) The strong field THz pulse is generated via titled wavefront technology in a 
lithium niobate crystal, and then is illuminated onto three different types of metasurfaces. Measured normalized transmitted spectra for b) SN-SRRs,  
c) DN-SRRs, and d) CRRs under 2 and 100 kV cm−1 THz illuminations. The SN-SRR sample exhibits 80 GHz frequency shift when the incident field is 
switched from 2 to 100kV cm−1, while for the DN-SRR sample, the frequency shift is 170 GHz, almost twice as the SN-SRR case. There is no frequency 
shift for the CRR case due to the lack of nanogap manipulation. e) THz field-dependent nonlinear resonant frequency shift. The frequency shifts of 
both DN-SRR and SN-SRR decrease exponentially with the increase of the electric field amplitude. However, CRR does not show apparent correlations 
with the incident field.
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2.4. Optical Reconfiguration of Resonances in Nonlinear  
THz-Nano Metamaterial

To further elucidate the observed THz nonlinear self-modula-
tion effects are due to carrier multiplication via a strong THz 
field, we perform carrier multiplication by photodoping the 
silicon substrate using an optical pulse (Figure  5a). In order 
to shrink the interplay volume, and obtain a striking non-
linear phenomenon, we used a BBO generated optical pump 
pulse of wavelength 400 nm, then injected electrons from the 
valence band to L-valley via interband transitions, leading to 
excess carrier density of 1.4 1019≈ ×  cm−3 (under pump flu-
ence of ≈70 µJ cm−2). Due to the screening effect by the gener-
ated free carriers, the impact ionization is strongly-correlated 
with initial carrier density,[45] which can be significantly weak-
ened in our context. Therefore, the intervalley and Augur 
recombination will dominate the physical process under optical 
injection. Figure  5c–e shows the THz transmission spectra of 
SN-SRRs, DN-SRRs, and CRRs first illuminated by an optical 
pump and then a weak or strong THz pulse. In all three cases, 
the strength of the resonance decreases in the presence of the 
optical pump. This is due to the uniform distribution of the 
optically injected photocarriers over the silicon substrate that 
increases the overall carrier density and the corresponding 
conductance, thereby decreasing the strength of the resonance 
induced by the geometry of the metallic resonator. Compared 
to the weak THz field illumination, the strong THz field results 

in resonances with higher quality factors and smaller frequency 
blueshifts after the 400-nm pump. Such a phenomenon is a 
result of intervalley scattering and Auger recombination. As 
shown in Figure  5b, the strong THz field induces intervalley 
scattering of carriers in the conduction band, leading to a pro-
nounced reduction of the carrier mobility and substrate con-
ductivity, thus counteracting the optically injected photocarriers 
and enhancing the geometry-induced resonance (Section S10, 
Supporting Information). As a secondary and minor contri-
bution compared with intervalley scattering, Auger recombi-
nation induced by the strong THz field depletes the optically 
injected photocarriers, especially in the silicon at the nanogap 
region.[47,48] This reduces the conductivity of the silicon in the 
nanogap, and in turn mitigates the suppression of amplitude 
of SRR resonances induced by the optical pump. Such a pheno-
menon appears for all ring-resonator-based metasurfaces with 
or without nano-/micro-gaps under both weak and strong THz 
fields, indicating that the optically injected photocarriers pre-
dominate the counter effect induced by the THz field via inter-
valley scattering and Auger recombination. Compared to the 
THz modulation induced by optical photodoping; the metasur-
face-based THz nonlinear self-modulation has several unique 
advantages. First, THz field-induced nonlinear self-modulation 
can tune the THz property of any desired area by fabricating 
well-controlled SRRs and second, it does not require an addi-
tional optical pump. These techniques allow the realization of 
enhanced THz nonlinearities using micro/nanocomposites, 

Figure 4. Nonlinear self-frequency modulation with an increasing number of nanogaps. The simulated resonance frequency shift of SRRs with  
a) closed-ring, b) one gap, and c) two gaps, with corresponding frequency shift (Δf) of 0, 146, and 233 GHz, respectively. d) The saturation effect of 
the frequency shift (Δf) with varying numbers of nano-gaps in the structure. The variation in Δf is fitted (red curve) with the exponential function eRx, 
where “R” is the rate constant and “x” is the variable.
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thereby creating a novel platform for extreme light-matter 
interactions and energy-efficient active reconfigurable photonic 
devices across frequencies.

3. Conclusion

We demonstrated active reconfigurable nonlinear tera-nano 
metasurfaces showing strong THz nonlinearity and field-
induced self-modulation effects at moderate strengths of inci-
dent THz field lower than 60  kV cm−1. The fabricated SRRs 
with nano-gaps of 15  nm enabled strong field localization 
and enhancement of 104 times leading to the nonlinear field-
induced carrier multiplication in silicon substrate. We also 
investigated the fact that a strong THz field can mitigate the 
density of photocarriers injected by optical pump via inter-
valley scattering and Auger recombination. Our reconfigurable 
tera-nano metasurfaces can serve as a platform for exploring 
ultra-strong THz-matter interactions[25] with potential applica-
tions in nonlinear frequency switches, high-sensitivity bio-/
environmental sensing,[49] beam steering,[50] high-resolution 
imaging,[51] next-generation wireless communications and 
networking,[52] THz computations,[53] and to explore the novel 
local-nonlinear effects in material systems without the need for 
intense THz light sources.

4. Experimental Section
Confirming the Nanogap Size: Fabrication of large-area split-

ring resonators with nano-scale gaps required excellent fabrication 
techniques. To ensure the correctness of the experimental results, 
it was necessary to verify whether the samples have been fabricated 
successfully. To this end, the SN-SRR sample by a homemade THz-TDS 
system was first characterized, thus obtaining the transmission curves 
of TM and TE incident THz electric fields and recorded the resonant 
frequencies of the two cases. Then the size of the gap was scanned 
in the commercially available Computer Software Technology (CST) 
microwave studio, and the gap size was recorded when the simulation 
resonance frequency and the THz-TDS-obtained resonance frequency 
coincide. It was found that the simulation size value was very close to 
15  nm, preliminarily confirming the success of the sample processing. 
Next, the same procedures were conducted on the asymmetric DN-SRR 
sample. When the size of the scanning gap was close to 15 nm, the same 
result can be achieved as that of THz-TDS measurement, which further 
indicated that the gap size was 15  nm. This validation was essential 
and necessary because it provides a correct premise for the subsequent 
experiments and the discussion of the results.

THz Generation in a Lithium Niobate Crystal: A commercial 
femtosecond laser amplifier (Coherent) was employed as a pump 
source for the nonlinearity experiments, which has a central 
wavelength of 800  nm, a pulse width of 30 fs, a repetition rate of 
1  kHz, and a maximum single pulse energy of 7 mJ. A grating with 
1500 lines mm−1 with a maximum diffraction efficiency of ≈85% for 
−1 order was used for tilting the pump pulse intensity. A half-wave 
plate was to rotate the horizontally polarized pump pulses to vertical, 

Figure 5. Impact of photodoping on nonlinear THz responses. a) Schematic diagram of 400 nm pump THz probe system. The THz wave is illuminated 
onto the metasurface 13.3 ps after the 400 nm pump. b) Intervalley scattering occurs after the illumination of a strong THz wave, decreasing the mobility 
of the electrons. (c–e) Measured THz transmission spectra for c) SN-SRRs, d) DN-SRRs, and e) CRRs with the 400 nm pump power of 6.19 mW at  
2 and 100 kV cm−1 THz field strengths, respectively.
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and then the pump pulses were imaged into a z-cut lithium niobate 
crystal with a triangle shape. The crystal was not cryogenically cooled 
resulting in the generation of 0.3 THz peak frequency and 0.1–1.0 THz 
frequency range due to a higher linear absorption coefficient for the 
generated THz waves inside the crystal. The outcoupled THz wave 
was first reflected by an aluminum mirror and then collimated by a 
90° off-axis parabolic mirror. Two THz polarizers were inserted into 
the collimated THz beam to vary the THz intensity for nonlinearity 
experiments. After the second parabolic mirror, the strong THz 
field pulses were focused onto the nanogap metasurfaces, and the 
transmitted signals were collected by another two parabolic mirrors 
and then diagnosed by EOS. Before measurements, the THz field 
strengths were calibrated by a commercial pyroelectric detector 
(Gentec) and EOS, and verified the maximum THz field strength 
pumped at ≈3 mJ was ≈100 kV cm−1.

400  nm Pump-Strong THz Field Probe Technique: To investigate 
the influence of the photodoped carriers on the THz nonlinearity in 
nanogap metasurfaces, 400 nm pump pulses were generated in a BBO 
crystal. Another delay line was added to vary the time delay between the 
400  nm and THz pulses for pump-probe experiments. The generated 
400 nm light together with the residual 800 nm pulses were divided by 
a dichroic mirror, in which the 400 nm pulses were reflected while the 
residual 800 nm light was transmitted. After reflecting by a pellicle which 
was transmitted for THz pulses, the 400  nm pump pulses and THz 
waves were spatially focused onto the samples. 400  nm pump pulses 
could inject considerable carriers directly into high resistivity silicon 
substrates resulting in the disturbance of THz nonlinearity in nanogap 
metasurfaces. In addition, this system has the ability of alternating 
THz probe. By comparing the difference between the photogenerated 
carriers and the THz self-induced nonlinear response, the mechanism of 
different generation modes of photogenerated carriers on the nonlinear 
modulation of THz wave was clarified. This kind of experimental device 
has high requirements on light path construction, time synchronization, 
and experimental techniques, so two delay lines were used to study 
time-resolved dynamics.

Fabrication of Nanogap Metasurfaces: To fabricate the nanogap 
metasurfaces, nano-scale gaps were fabricated first, and then calibrated 
metal rings. When processing the nanogaps, the photoresist was spin-
coated on the intrinsic silicon substrates. The type of the upper and 
lower photoresist layers was LOR1A and AZ6130, respectively, and then 
striping patterns of gaps were formed via lithography. The second step 
was photolithography development. In this step, the two sides of the 
structure were intentionally designed to be concave, which avoided 
burrs in the metal corner produced in the next step. In the third step, 

electron beam evaporation was carried out where Ti and Au were coated 
successively. Degumming comes as the fourth step which focused on 
striping the photoresist and LOR1A using a developer called AZ300MIF. 
Next, when evaporating metals, the sample was first tilted for a specific 
angle, which made it easier to form the nanogaps, and then 80 nm thick 
Au and 10  nm thick Ti were evaporated onto the surface. Then, spin-
coating and photolithography development were carried out in the same 
process as the fabrication of nanogaps as illustrated in Steps 6 and 7 
of Figure 6. Finally, ion beam etching was conducted in the eighth step 
to etch the extra metals. After cleaning the photoresist, the THz-Nano 
metasurfaces with an overall size of 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm were obtained.
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Figure 6. The specific illustration of fabrication procedures. In the first step, photoresist LOR1A and AZ6130 are spin-coated onto the surface of the 
intrinsic silicon substrate, respectively, and then we perform lithography to shape the pattern of the nano-gaps. In the developing step (Step 2), more 
parts of the photoresist in the bottom are etched to reduce the hindrance to the formation of the metal edge using electron beam evaporation (Step 3). 
Here we add one Ti layer below the Au layer to increase the adhesion of gold to silicon. In Step 4, we use a developer AZ300MIF to strip the photoresist. 
In the next step, before evaporating the rest of the metals, the sample is first tilted for a specific angle, thus making it easier to form the nano-gaps. 
The total thickness of the Ti and Au are 10 and 80 nm, respectively. Then we perform spin coating and photolithography development again in Step 6 
and Step 7 to obtain the pattern of the metal rings. Finally, ion beam etching and cleaning are conducted in Step 8, and thus the SRRs are successfully 
fabricated on the silicon substrate.
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